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SOME FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQS) 

 

1. What is the strategic direction of the Foundation? 

The Foundation aims at realizing universal (global) horizontal transfer of knowledge, 

information, and technology. 

 

2. Vision? 

To be a leading education-supporting organization in the world 

 

3. Mission? 

To support education in the world 

 

4. Values? 

~accountability 

~diligence 

~responsibility 

~tolerance 

 

5. Performance indicators? 

^educate many individuals through KVTI 

^document up to 7000 cultures 

^publish up to 1,000,000 Africans 

^administer annual education prize whose value shall be competitive enough to draw attention to 

the need for competitive universal education 

^to organize conferences every year in every country, and to publish the proceedings in Education 

Tomorrow journal and in other platforms 

^to work closely with UN agencies and other partners 

^to improve resource mobilization and have the Foundation fully sustainable 

^to run at least 1 global conference every year after 2020 

 

6. The competitive advantage of the Foundation? 

~existing networks 

~flexibility, innovativeness, and widest application of technology 

~the programs have no precedent 

 

7. The Challenge? 

Many people do not have access to education and information 
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8. The Opportunity? 

The world is moving fast into an information and data age 

 

9. How is the organization responding to this need for education and information? 

^organizing seminars 

^offering vocational education 

^publishing 

^documenting and disseminating knowledge and information about cultures 

^animating education champions through an education prize 

 

10. The dissemination plan? 

^web page 

^social media and other online platforms 

^e-commerce markets 

^curriculum developers and schools 

^bookshops 

^translations into many major languages 

^audio and video adaptations 

^governments, e.g. embassies 

^mainstream media (print and broadcast), etc. 

 

11. Do we offer scholarships? 

No. But discretionary scholarships are offered by KVTI. 

 

12. What happened to our education and agricultural settlement (Chepchoren) in the 

Kerio Valley in Elgeyo Marakwet - Baringo counties in Kenya? 

It was temporarily closed because of the recurrence of violent cattle rustling activities between 

Pokot and Marakwet communities. Efforts are being made to reopen. 

 


